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I. Who is qualified to do lashes? 

A licensed professional in a licensed facility is the only person qualified to do eyelash extensions. 

 
 

II. What is it like?  

The application process takes about two hours. Client lays flat on her back on a cushioned massage 

table. Clients usually fall asleep for a short nap and awake to beautiful new eyelash extensions! To 

maintain a full appearance, it is recommended to get a refill every 2-3 weeks. Your initial full set takes 

around 90 minutes to 2 hours and refills can be done in as little as 45 minutes. The process is not 

painful and the extensions will not hurt or damage your natural lashes. 

III. What should I be aware of? Pay close attention to the sanitation of the salon. Are the tools being 

cleaned? Is hand sanitizer being used? Is the linen fresh? 

IV. Are they worth it? How long do they last? 

When properly applied, using the iLashQueen Pro Adhesive, lash extensions can be worn for about 

four full weeks. When your natural lash sheds, the extension will fall out with that lash. Similar to 

acrylic nails, around 2-4 weeks a client may undergo a “fill” to replace any single strands that have 

fallen off over the course of the month. To maintain the full, thick appearance of a new set of lashes, a 

visit to your lash professional is recommended every 4 weeks based on your own natural lash growth 

cycle. Gently brush lashes each morning to keep them looking well groomed day to day. The average 

customer gets a "fill" one time per month. 

V. Are semi-permanent lashes “better” than other lashes? 
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Semi-Permanent Lashes are better than other lashes because: 

 Enhances eyes and gives younger, youthful 

appearance  

 ALL boyfriends/husbands/significant others 

hate strips! 

 Look and feel natural 

 Can be styled to your liking 

 No embarrassing line/track, no falling off 

 Can get wet in pool or ocean 

 Can be worn with eyeliner 

 No retouch for 3-5 weeks 

 They fall out naturally strand by strand, so no 

gaps, as with “individuals” 

 Promotes growth of natural eyelash 

extensions 

 As seen on Beyonce, Kim K., & Oprah 

VI. How do I pick the style or length? Lash extensions are measured in length and thickness. You typically 

can ask for medium or long. The lash also come in different lengths and curls. 

 
VII. What is the cost? Pricing varies from about $100 to $200 depending on styling preference. Going to 

the “cheapest” lash artist is generally not at all devised. 

VIII. What about aftercare? 

Lash Stylist will give you a mascara brush. Use the mascara brush to groom lashes daily. Lashes may get wet, 

but avoid applying any creams or gels directly to the lash extensions, as this may weaken the bond. 

Click link to see an example of a full set: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aB0re1tOc8o 

TO BOOK AN APPOINTMENT, CLICK: http://ilashqueenstore.com/products/schedule-appointment 

From the bottom of our heart I can say that iLashQueen has truly exceeded every dream I’ve had for the company. 
The only thing we see ahead of us is continued growth, and continued opportunity to serve women (and men) 
worldwide. Thank you in advance for entrusting us to provide you eyelash extension services, education, and 
products. We value your trust. We hope you found this guide helpful! 

#iLashQueentheWorld Use code Happy to save 10% on all online sales or appointments. 

Feel free to call/text 786-520-LASH with other lash questions! 
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